1. Between March 195x and the middle of May 195x, three thousand (3,000) bombardment and pursuit planes went into 180 large subterranean hangars at Bosterok (south of Kurgan). These hangars are well camouflaged. There are numbers of AA guns in this region, but it is not possible to be specific about them.

2. There seems to be a general Soviet wariness about the southern frontiers of the USSR. Tanks are placed at Man.e (in southeast of Bukhara).

3. Since early May 195x, various Soviet artillery units have been maneuvering in the region of Beladik (northwest of Noucha). There are 84 large armored trucks in this region, all carrying some kind of rocket gun, not unlike the wartime "Katashas." These rocket guns have ten 15 mm tubes. The trucks have a speed of 70 kilometers per hour. The tubes are able to deliver a fire every ten seconds and have range of 7,300 m. The projectiles are described only as "having the form of little rockets," which is about what might have been expected.

4. Since 15 Apr 5x, new factories for airplane motors have been working at Alagir, northwest of Orhonikitje. To these factories are added two big workshops for repair of airplane parts. German and Czechoslovak experts work in these workshops. The total number of workers in factories and special workshops, combined, is 1,800.
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